
 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 28 January 2022 

Year 7 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Keira P for always being polite, respectful, and working hard during lessons. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Maise S and Sabrina C for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. 

Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Adeola T for always showing determination and engagement in her Maths 

lessons; Heidi K for always working hard to find the correct answer in her Maths lessons; Grace M-D for showing 

great ability in Maths, particularly during Do Nows; Ellie-Mae H for showing great ability during our angles topic in 

Maths; Kadie-Lee M for always being focused and a great member of our Maths class; Olivia D for being a wonderful 

member of the class and working hard to find the right solution in Maths! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Chorfi S for always being polite, respectful, and working hard in Lexia and 

amazing in Dance; Gabriella C, Beren Y, Marcello S, Alan B, Teniola T, Naema A, Enrikas K, Sagid Y, Barbara S and 

Dawid T for always being polite, respectful, and working hard in Lexia. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Barbara S for working very hard in French and making excellent progress; 

Rory E and Jack N for showing integrity and being very focused in French lessons. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Maise S & Mia E Showing determination in her English lessons; Oliver H 

Always working with integrity in English lessons; Lucas F Always working with integrity in English lessons; Phillip B 

for settling in really well in his English lessons. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Laila J for brilliant subject knowledge recall in History; Lola D for brilliant 

subject knowledge in History! 

Miss Moores would like to appreciate James M for showing the value of intergrity by always doing the right thing! 

Well done James! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate James M for showing the values of determination and respect by always being 

respectful and giving 100% effort during an intervention session. Well done James; Lacey S for showing the value 

of respect by always being well mannered and polite. Well done Lacey; Barbara S for showing the values of intergrity 

by assisting with breakfast club in the morning.  Well done Barbara; Emil B for showing the value of respect by 

always being polite and respectful. Well done; Beth E for showing the value of respect by always being well 

mannered and polite. Well done Beth! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Rory E for always demonstrating our core values of respect and determination 

by being polite and hard working; Yvonne N for always demonstrating our core values of respect and determination 

by being polite and hard working. 

Mr Anderton would like to appreciate Lily P for always demonstrating determination during Morning Meeting and 

during DEAR time; Lucas F for demonstrating determination during Morning Meeting and DEAR time; Adam J for 

demonstrating determination during Morning Meeting with 100% equipment out ready for equipent check. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Alan B for showing determination in responding to a hard question; Ella R-L 

for always being polite, respectful, and working hard during Science lessons; Beren Y for having the respect and 

using the interactive white board. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Heidi K for showing a huge amount of respect and integrity in every English 

lesson; Tom G for showing lots of resepct in English and being a positive presence in the classroom; Joshua W for 

always being respectful and working hard in English. 



 

 

 

 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Emil B for demonstrating 100% determination within the after school rugby 

club; Riley F for showing pure determination and resiliance within the after school rugby club. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Billy B and Ali H for always being polite, respectful, and working hard during 

Science lessons. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Joel R for always showing determination in French lessons; Olivia M for showing 

determination and working hard in her new class. A fantastic start. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Sagid Y for always showing determination to participate in the lessons by 

making positive contributions; Marcello S for being determined to do the right thing. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 28 January 2022 

Year 8 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Joseph W for always working extremely hard in Science, and being polite and 

respectful. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Lee B for fantastic effort and progress in Spanish. Well done; Jake R for improved 

effort and attitude in Spanish lessons. Keep it up! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Amy D for putting so much effort into her Maths lessons and always showing 

amazing focus; Juozas S for always being polite and showing great ability in his Maths lessons. 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Augustus G, John M, Daniel N, Ruby B, Jamie F, Louis F, Lewis Cand Gift E 

for always demonstrating brilliant determination in Lexia; Mykel B for always being a respectful and polite member 

of the class during Spanish lessons. 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Damilola A-M for working hard and making positive contributions in Spanish 

lessons; Mary-Jane S for always being a respectful and polite member of the class during Spanish lessons; Daniel D 

for showing integrity and working hard in Spanish lessons; Thomas K for always doing the right thing first time 

everytime in Spanish. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Lee O for showing determination in English and strong focus this week; Caitlin 

K for always showing determination in English and working really hard- well done! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Sharon O and Princess A-J for showing determination in English and strong 

focus this week; Princess A-J for showing determination in English and strong focus this week. 

Miss Moore would like to appreciate Crystal R for showing brilliant determination in History by completing 

additional work; Charlie H for always demonstrating brilliant determination in History; Juozas S for always working 

hard in History lessons; Ava C for a new and improved attitude towards History; the rowing team  for showing the 

value of determination. Well done! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate James AKA Jamie L for showing the values of determination and respect by 

giving 100% effort in an intervention session and always being mannered! Well done Jamie; Stevie C-O for showing 

the values of intergrity by assisting with breakfast club in the morning.  Well done Stevie; Mykel L for showing the 

values of determination and respect by giving 100% effort in an intervention session and always being mannered! 

Well done Mykel; Daniel D for showing the values of determination and respect by giving 100% effort in an 

intervention session and always being mannered! Well done Daniel; Grace P for showing the values of 

determination and respect by giving 100% effort in an intervention session and always being mannered! Well done 

Grace! 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Lee B for his amazing effort and determination to learn in maths. 100% mini 

test result. Well done. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Andrey R for showing determination in the mathematical equations in 

science; Caitlin K for always showing deteremination and working hard in Science; Augustus G for showing 

determination in science and much improved handwriting and effort. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Logan B for showing huge amounts of integrity and respect by doing everything 

first time every time; Juozas S for offering helpful contributions in English and always working hard. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Nikita T for showing determination, respect and 100% effort within the new 

sport of Hockey; Daniel D for showing 100% determination to the new sport of Hockey; Finlay C-A for 

demonstrating 100% determination within the after school rugby club; Benjamin E for showing determination 

within the after school rugby club; Jamie F for demonstrating 100% determination and integrity in scoring a number 

of tries within the after school rugby club; Sam M for demonstrating 100% determination of pure speed within the 

after school rugby club; Lorian R for demonstrating pure determination, integrity and respect within the after 

school rugby club; Luke C for demonstrating 100% determination within the after school rugby club. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Logan B and Joana G-S for always showing deteremination and working hard 

in Science. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Izzabelle M for always working hard in French lessons; Ben E for trying hard in 

French and for excellent pronunciation. 

Mrs Cahill would like to appreciate Mia B for showing determination and working really hard in maths. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Lee O for showing determination to get it right and not giving up! Keet it up; 

Miles Y for always showing determination to finish her work at a high standard; Jack B for his positive contributions 

to the lesson. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Leah P for always giving 100% effort and making wonderful progress, in English. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 28 January 2022 

Year 9 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Rhys T For asking some fantastic questions and developing his scientific mindset. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Michael C and Kyra S For showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well 

done; Marty M For showing intergrity in every DEAR lesson. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Chloe D, Alfie N, Lexi K, Layton F, Sophie E, Gintas M, Jamie F and Milan V For an 

amazing score on their angles mini test; Calum J For a PERFECT score on his angles mini test! 

Miss Harrison would like to appreciate Billy C For showing excellent focus in Spanish lessons and working hard; Jamie M 

For showing respect by working hard and being a positive presence in Spanish lessons; Lucy S For showing integrity and 

working really hard in Spanish lessons; Chloe D For demonstrating our core value of integrity by working hard and 

showing good focus in Spanish; Lewis R For consistently showing our core value of integrity and doing the right thing in 

Spanish lessons. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Maddison M-D For showing determination when analysing literature; Harry J For 

showing determination in English when analysing literature. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Curtis S For showing intergrity in every English lesson; Billy C For showing 

determination in English; Harry D For showing intergrity in English lessons this week. Well done! 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Lola Y For showing the value of determination by giving 100% effort in an 

intervention session! Well done Lola! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Sophie M For always demonstrating our core values of respect and determination 

by being polite and hard working; Joel R For showing determination to improve his knowledge in chemistry. Great 

contributions during cold call. 

Mr Freeman would like to appreciate Luke A For showing determination in getting the correct answers in science; Olivier 

K For showing determination in getting most do nows correct; Alexis D For showing determination and integrity in 

carrying on to answer all questions in science. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Alfie N For absolute brilliance in History; Milan V For brilliant focus in his History 

lessons; Marty M For exceptional work in Hisory. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Ellie R For showing determination by working hard and following instructions 

perfectly. Well done; Liam J For sharing some thoughtful and helpful insights into the male gaze theory. Great work! 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Megan S, Lexi K and Libby J For showing excellent focus in Science lessons and 

working hard. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate James W For always showing determination and working hard in French; Charlie-Ann 

T For always working hard and pushing herself in French lessons. 

Mrs Gousiou would like to appreciate Jamie M For always showing our school's core values of determination, integrity 

and respect; Alexis S For always giving 100% in her geography lessons; Layton F For always making positive contributions 

to the lesson; Liam J For giving exceptional answers in his geography lessons; Maddi P For always showing determination 

to finish her work at a high standard. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Aize I For wonderful 'cold call' answers, during our review now; Ephrem E-J For 100% 

effort in English and always demonstrating our core value of respect. 

  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 28 January 2022 

Year 10 

Miss Evans would like to appreciate Thomas H for always working to the best of his ability in Science. 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Elyse C for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Well done; Joseph 

R for fantastic understanding of verb conjugation in Spanish lessons. Well done; Lily N for excellent focus and progress 

in Spanish lessons. Well done; Paul I for showing our core value of intergrity in every Spanish lesson. Well done! 

Miss Gardner would like to appreciate Alfie W, Ali T, James H, Ellie O, Faye J and Millie D for an amazing score on their 

Pythagoras mini test! 

Miss Gregory would like to appreciate Joy D, Leighton H, Liam J and Lewis D for always being kind and respectful , and 

working hard in Lexia. 

Miss Imre would like to appreciate Libby B for making delightful and positive contributions to science lessons; Mason H 

for a massive improvement in determination in science. 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Faye J for showing integrity by keeping our folders, pens and equipment extremely 

organised! 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate David D, Lucy D & Luke G for showing great determination and integrity in English. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Joy D for showing the values of determination and respect by reading to the group 

during DEAR time and always being polite and well mannered. Amazing, well done Joy; Leighton H for showing the values 

of determination and respect by reading to the group during DEAR time and always being polite and well mannered. 

Amazing, well done Leighton; Lucy D for showing the value of determination during an intervention session by giving 

100% effort. Well done Lucy! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Martina I and Amelia K for always demonstrating our core values of respect and 

determination by being polite and hard working; Mollie H for being proactive by making sure she has all the revision 

resources for cycle 2. 

Miss OGrady would like to appreciate Amelia K for being extremely kind and helpful. Thank you. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Ellie M and Jacub C for showing great determination and integrity in Business. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Jacub C for showing great determination and integrity in Business. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Jacob P for a fantastic attitude in History - well done. 

Mr Prescott would like to appreciate Alex D for showing a huge amount of determination in every English lesson. Keep 

it up! 

Mr Wood would like to appreciate Reece M for showing integrity and determination by working independently during 

DT lessons; Thomas W for showing a huge amount of determination during each DT lesson by always being prepared to 

give high level answers. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Mollie H for a massive improvement in attitude, and working really hard in Science; 

Martina I for always working to the best of her ability in Science. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Thomas W for always showing determination and working hard in French lessons; 

Kyle P for working really hard in French this week. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Mason H for showing determination when analysing Macbeth - a massive 

improvement in attitude to learning and focus too; Jakub C for demonstrating determination and making excellent 

progress in English.  



 

 

 

 

Appreciations Friday 28 January 2022 

Year 11 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Ramon A-Y for excellent progress and effort in Spanish lessons. You have 

worked really hard on improving your English. Well done! 

Miss Foley would like to appreciate Brodie G for showing determination to succeed in Spanish lessons. Keep it up! 

Miss Littler would like to appreciate Bailee O for showing great determination and integrity in English. 

Miss Mellard would like to appreciate Joshua S, Emma H, Zak L-W and Matthew W for showing great determination 

and integrity in English. 

Miss Nelson would like to appreciate Jason J for showing the values of determination and respect by always giving 

100% effort in English and always being polite and respectful! Well done Jason! 

Miss Nixon would like to appreciate Callum A and Harry F for demonstrating determination to succeed by 

requesting additional revision resources; Dominic J for always demonstrating our core values of respect and 

determination by being polite and hard working. 

Miss Tasker would like to appreciate Tom K for an improved attitude in maths and determination to succeed; Taylor 

L-S for excellent contributions in maths lessons as well as always attending after school revision sessions; Jamie O 

for always showing positive contributions in maths and thinking about sensible answers; Elliot D for excellent 

explanations in maths lessons when being cold called. 

Mr Gallagher would like to appreciate Bailee O and Emma H for showing great determination and integrity in 

Business. 

Mr Ollerton would like to appreciate Luis C for a wonderful attitude in History; Jack T for being so amazing in his 

History lessons - well done! 

Mr Topping would like to appreciate Zak L-W for demonstrating 100% determination and integrity in equalling the 

school record for the coordination test in PE! Well done. 

Mrs Barnsley would like to appreciate Paul M for excellent contributions in class, and always working to the best of 

his abilities in Science. 

Mrs Bellis would like to appreciate Ruby M for always working hard in French lessons; Sam S for always trying hard 

in German lessons. 

Ms Zeqaj would like to appreciate Jamie O for making wonderful progress in English and being determined to apply 

the techniques we have studied, to the composition of a piece of persuasive writing; Charlie F for making excellent 

progress with persuasive writing. 

 


